Esri Solutions on FirstNet Network

Esri® is active and proven on FirstNet, the network built for first-responders, providing powerful applications and location intelligence thought-leadership. ArcGIS technology works on FirstNet enabled mobile devices – operated on either a fixed, or portably-deployed broadband network.

Esri license holders enjoy a host of solutions - at their fingertips, providing interoperability, field data and image collection and real-time collaboration. Your secure data can now be used inside the network, on any device, at any time.

Fire and EMS
Firefighters and emergency medical personnel can benefit from easy to configure solutions that enable fire hydrant inspection, pre-incident planning, and AED inventory. Fire personnel can configure their own fire run map which is used to create a complete fire run book for individual stations or fire districts.

Emergency Management
Emergency management professionals can lean on solutions that inform evolving critical real-time situations. By combining community impact reports and real-time data feeds, organizations can achieve situational awareness to better understand areas of impact. Dashboard configurations can be deployed by emergency management organizations and used by decision makers throughout the organization. Additional emergency management solutions include pre-event planning, response and recovery templates as well as public information applications.

Law Enforcement
Law enforcement agencies can depend on solutions that maximize crime analysis and tactical planning templates which provide the command staff with easy to configure tactical operations for active shooters, barricaded gunmen or other high-risk operations. Other solutions for law enforcement assist opioid reporting and enable community engagement with public incident maps.

Find out more about the scalable Esri public safety applications within the FirstNet Network
Connect with a public safety industry expert to see how bringing together GIS and FirstNet will transform your emergency response reliability.

Ask to be contact: go.esri.com/FirstNet

Watch: Real-Time Field Ops with Esri App on the FirstNet Network
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